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Three-Dimensional Instabilities in
Flow Past a Rotating Cylinder
Flow past a spinning circular cylinder placed in a uniform stream is investigated
three-dimensional computations. A stabilized finite element method is utilized to solv
incompressible Navier-Stokes equations in the primitive variables formulation. The
nolds number based on the cylinder diameter and freestream speed of the flow is 20
nondimensional rotation rate,a, (ratio of the surface speed and freestream speed) is 5
is found that although the two-dimensional flow fora55 is stable, centrifugal instabili-
ties exist along the entire span in a three-dimensional set-up. In addition, a ‘‘no-s
side-wall can result in separation of flow near the cylinder ends. Both these effects le
a loss in lift and increase in drag. The end conditions and aspect ratio of the cylinder
an important role in the flow past a spinning cylinder. It is shown that the Prandtl’s li
on the maximum lift generated by a spinning cylinder in a uniform flow does
hold. @DOI: 10.1115/1.1631032#
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1 Introduction
One of the earliest experiments for flow past a rotating cylin

were carried out by Prandtl@1#. He argued that the maximum lif
generated by a spinning cylinder in a uniform flow is limited
4p (;12.6). He also studied the effect of end conditions a
aspect ratio. An increase in the overall lift coefficient was o
served by utilizing end plates and using cylinders of higher asp
ratio. Since then, various studies have been conducted.

Recently, two-dimensional simulations for flow past a rotati
cylinder have been presented by Mittal and Kumar@2#. The Rey-
nolds number based on the cylinder diameter and freestr
speed is 200 and various spin rates (0<a<5) are considered
Here,a is the nondimensional rotation rate of the cylinder and
given asa5av/U whereU is the freestream speed andv is the
angular velocity of the cylinder about its own axis. For 0<a
<1.9 a von Karman street is seen in the wake behind the cylin
For nonzeroa the vortex street is deflected away from the cen
line. The wake becomes narrower and the Strouhal number
vortex shedding decreases with increase in rotation rate. Vo
shedding ceases beyonda;1.9. At high rotation rates it is see
that the lift for purely two-dimensional flows can be very larg
The values of the lift coefficient obtained in the present wo
exceed the maximum limit based on the arguments of Prandtl.
flow remains stable for 1.91<a<4.34 but looses its stability
again, fora;4.35. For this rotation rate, unlike the shedding f
lower a, the cylinder sheds vortices of counterclockwise se
only from its lower surface. Vortex shedding continues for high
spin rates and the flow becomes stable, yet again, fora>4.8. This
was confirmed by carrying out a linear stability analysis of t
flow. A possible cause for this interesting behavior of flow stab
ity was also proposed.

One of the issues that remains unresolved is the maximum
that can be generated by a rotating cylinder placed in a unif
flow. Researchers in the past have reported varied results on
magnitude of lift that can be generated via the Magnus eff
Goldstein@3#, based on intuitive arguments by Prandtl, sugge
that the maximum value of the lift coefficient that can be gen
ated by a spinning cylinder is 4p (;12.6). The measurement o
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lift on a rotating cylinder is quite difficult due to the limitation
posed by the rotation of the cylinder. Tokumaru and Dimotakis@4#
devised a method to estimate the mean lift acting on a rota
cylinder in uniform flow. It is based on an inviscid point-vorte
model and the transverse velocity that is measured, experim
tally, ahead of the cylinder. Their results for Re53.83103 show
that Prandtl’s limit on lift coefficient (CLmax

54p) can be ex-
ceeded. For example, fora510 and a cylinder with span to di
ameter ratio of 18.7, they report an estimated lift coefficient tha
more than 20% larger than this limit. Further, the trend of resu
suggests thatCL can made larger for higher rotation rates and
taking cylinders of larger aspect ratio. They have suggested
perhaps it is the unsteady effects that weaken Prandtl’s hypoth
and that the three-dimensional/end effects are responsible for
ering the value of lift coefficient that could be achieved in a pur
two-dimensional flow. However, Chew et al.@5# have reported
that their two-dimensional computations are in agreement w
Prandtl’s postulate. They find that for Re51000, the estimated
mean lift coefficient approaches asymptotic values with incre
in a. At a56 they predict a mean lift coefficient of 9.1. Glaue
@6# proposed a solution for a cylinder spinning at high rotati
rates where the separation is suppressed. The solution of the
in the boundary layer is obtained in the form of a power series
an expression for the circulation on the cylinder is obtain
Glauert found that Prandtl’s limit can be exceeded and that
circulation increases indefinitely witha. The assumed model fo
the flow is valid only for those values ofa when the flow sepa-
ration is suppressed.

Most of the other investigations have been limited toa
<3.25. Chen et al.@7# computed flow for Re5200 and a
<3.25. Their computation fora53.25 does showCL whose in-
stantaneous value exceeds 4p, marginally. However, they repor
results only fort<24. Computations by Badr et al.@8# for a53
and Re51000 are limited tot<22. At t522 CL is 8.8, approxi-
mately, and the trend of their results suggest higherCL for larger
times. The drag coefficient,CD , reaches almost a steady-sta
value of 5.2. The mean values forCD andCL for the fully devel-
oped flow reported by Chew et al.@5#, for a53, are 2.8 and 8.7,
respectively. Recently, Chou@9# has also reported computation
results for this flow problem. The time histories ofCD and CL
from his computations, for Re51000 anda53, match quite well
with those from Badr et al.@8# for early times. However, fort
.5, he reports much larger values ofCL and smaller values of
CD . It is interesting to observe that the streamline patterns fr
all the three sets of computations are quite similar and are in g
agreement with the flow visualization results. Yet, the discrepa
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in the time histories of the aerodynamic coefficients is quite lar
Our results fora55 for various Re, reported in earlier article
Mittal @10,11# result in large values ofCL . Recently, Stansby and
Rainey@12# have reported computational results for Re5200 and
0<a<5. They observe an unsteady flow for lower rotation rat
For high rotation rates a steady flow with very largeCL is real-
ized.
90 Õ Vol. 71, JANUARY 2004
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Results are presented for three-dimensional computations p
finite cylinder for various aspect ratios and with different e
conditions. One of the objectives of the computations is to inv
tigate the existence of three-dimensional instabilities in the fl
for a55. We also wish to study the effect of end conditions. It h
been observed in experiments that the use of end plates can le
a substantial increase in lift generated by the cylinder. The pre
Fig. 1 ReÄ200, aÄ5 flow past a rotating cylinder: closeup view of the vor-
ticity „left … and magnitude of velocity „right … for the fully developed two-
dimensional flow. The freestream flow is from left to right and the cylinder is
rotating in a counterclockwise sense. Solid lines denote positive while the
broken lines show negative vorticity.

Fig. 2 ReÄ200, aÄ5 flow past a rotating cylinder: time histories of the lift
and drag coefficients for two-dimensional and three-dimensional computa-
tions with cylinders of various aspect ratios „AR …
Transactions of the ASME
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Fig. 3 ReÄ200, aÄ5 flow past a rotating cylinder for various aspect ratios:
variation of the spanwise averaged pressure coefficient on the surface of
cylinder
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computations show that flow for Re5200 anda55 is associated
with centrifugal instabilities that exist along the span of the sp
ning cylinder. Further, in the presence of a ‘‘no-slip’’ side wall th
flow near the wall separates leading to unsteadiness in the w
As expected, the effect is more drastic for low aspect-ratio cy
ders. It is the end wall and aspect-ratio effects that limit the
generated via Magnus effect.

The outline of the rest of the article is as follows. We begin
reviewing the governing equations for incompressible fluid fl
in Section 2. The problem setup is defined along with the bou
ary and initial conditions. The SUPG~streamline-upwind/Petrov
Galerkin! and PSPG~pressure-stabilizing/Petrov-Galerkin! stabi-
lization technique,@13#, is employed to stabilize our computation
against spurious numerical oscillations and to enable us to
equal-order-interpolation velocity-pressure elements. Sectio
describes the finite element formulation incorporating these st
lizing terms. In Section 4 computational results for flows invo
ing rotating cylinder are presented and discussed. In Section
few concluding remarks are made.

2 The Governing Equations

Let V,Rnsd and (0,T) be the spatial and temporal domain
respectively, wherensd is the number of space dimensions, and
anics
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G denote the boundary ofV. The spatial and temporal coordinate
are denoted byx and t. The Navier-Stokes equations governin
incompressible fluid flow are

rS ]u

]t
1u"“u2fD2“"s50 on V for ~0,T!, (1)

“"u50 on V for ~0,T!. (2)

Herer, u, f, ands are the density, velocity, body force, and th
stress tensor, respectively. The stress tensor is written as the
of its isotropic and deviatoric parts:

s52pI1T, T52m«~u!, «~u!5
1

2
~~“u!1~“u!T!,

(3)

wherep and m are the pressure and coefficient of dynamic v
cosity. Both the Dirichlet and Neumann-type boundary conditio
are accounted for, represented as
JANUARY 2004, Vol. 71 Õ 91
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Fig. 4 ReÄ200, aÄ5 flow past a rotating cylinder: isosurfaces of the spanwise com-
ponent of vorticity „Ä0.4… for various aspect ratios. The top frame corresponds to the
simulation with slip walls as the end condition. For the other three frames, the upper
wall is a no-slip wall.
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u5g on Gg , n"s5h on Gh , (4)

whereGg andGh are complementary subsets of the boundaryG.
The initial condition on the velocity is specified onV:

u~x,0!5u0 on V, (5)

whereu0 is divergence-free.
The force and moment coefficients are computed by carrying

integration, that involves the pressure and viscous stresses, ar
the circumference of the cylinder:

CD5
1

1

2
rU22aL

E
Gcyl

~sn!•nxdG, (6)

CL5
1

1

2
rU22aL

E
Gcyl

~sn!•nydG. (7)

Herenx andny are the Cartesian components of the unit vecton
that is normal to the cylinder boundaryGcyl , a is the radius of the
cylinder, L its spanwise length,U the freestream speed, andCD
andCL are the drag and lift coefficients, respectively.

The various parameters that influence this flow are Re,a, AR
and end conditions. The Reynolds number is defined as
52Ua/n wherea is the radius of cylinder,U the freestream spee
and n is the coefficient of kinematic viscosity of the fluid. Th
rotation rate of the cylinder is nondimensionalized with respec
the freestream speed and is given asa5av/U where v is the
angular velocity of the cylinder about its own axis. The asp
ratio, AR, of the cylinder is the ratio of its spanwise length a
diameter. All the results presented in this article are with respec
the non dimensional timet5Ut/a, wheret is the actual time.
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3 Finite Element Formulation
Consider a finite element discretization ofV into subdomains

Ve, e51,2,. . . ,nel , wherenel is the number of elements. Base
on this discretization for velocity and pressure, we define the fin
element trial function spacesS u

h andS p
h , and weighting function

spacesV u
h andV p

h . These function spaces are selected, by tak
the Dirichlet boundary conditions into account, as subsets
@H1h(V)#nsd and H1h(V), where H1h(V) is the finite-
dimensional function space overV. The stabilized finite elemen
formulation of Eqs.~1!–~2! is written as follows: finduhPS u

h and
phPS p

h such that;whPV u
h , qhPV p

h

E
V

wh
•rS ]uh

]t
1uh

•“uh2fDdV1E
V

«~wh!:s~ph,uh!dV

1E
V

qh
“"uhdV1(

e51

nel E
Ve

1

r
~tSUPGruh

•“wh1tPSPG“qh!.

FrS ]uh

]t
1uh

•“uh2fD2“"s~ph,uh!GdVe

1(
e51

nel E
Ve

tLSIC“"whr“"uhdVe5E
Gh

wh
•hhdG. (8)

The variational formulation given by Eq.~8!, includes certain
stabilization terms added to the basic Galerkin formulation to
hance its numerical stability. the first three terms and the rig
hand side constitute the Galerkin formulation of the problem. D
Transactions of the ASME
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Fig. 5 ReÄ200, aÄ5, ARÄ15 flow past a rotating cylinder with a no-slip end
wall: isosurfaces of the spanwise component of vorticity „Ä0.4… at various time
instants following an impulsive start
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tails on the formulation can be found in references@13,14#. The
stabilization terms involve the use of a characteristic ‘‘elem
length.’’ In the present computations this length is defined as
minimum edge length of an element,@13#.

4 Results and Discussions
All the results in this article are for the Re5200 anda55 flow.

4.1 Two-Dimensional Computations. The cylinder resides
in a rectangular domain and a flow velocity corresponding to
rotation rate,a is specified on the cylinder surface. The rotation
in the counterclockwise direction. A freestream value is assig
for the velocity at the upstream boundary while, at the dow
stream boundary, a Neumann-type boundary condition for the
locity is specified that corresponds to zero viscous stress ve
On the upper and lower boundaries, the component of velo
hanics
nt
the

the
is
ed
n-
ve-
tor.
ity

normal to and the component of stress vector along these bo
aries is prescribed zero value. The initial condition for all t
computations is an impulsive start, i.e., att50 the velocity is
assigned value that corresponds to potential flow past a statio
cylinder. The outer boundaries are located at 100D from the cen-
ter of the cylinder.

Figure 1 shows the fully developed solution obtained from
two-dimensional computations. Clockwise vorticity~negative! on
the upper surface and counterclockwise vorticity~positive! on
lower surface of the cylinder is generated. The high rotation r
of the cylinder causes this vorticity to move outward as tigh
wound spirals. The stability of this flow has been ascertained
linear stability analysis,@2#, and also by computing the flow for a
eccentric cylinder@10#. Detailed results fora55 and other rota-
tion rates have been presented in Mittal and Kumar@2#.
JANUARY 2004, Vol. 71 Õ 93
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4.2 Three-Dimensional Computations. Very large lift co-
efficients can be obtained for two-dimensional flows past a cy
der for high rotation rates. Tokumaru and Dimotakis@4# have
reported a strong dependence of the lift coefficient on the as
ratio of the cylinder~ratio of spanwise length to diameter! and its
end conditions. To study the same, three-dimensional comp
tions for flow past a rotating cylinder with an impulsive start a
carried out for various end conditions and cylinder span-
diameter ratio. Kalro and Tezduyar@15# used a very similar finite
element formulation to study flow past a nonspinning cylinder

In the three-dimensional simulations the cylinder extends al
the entire span of the computational domain. One of the s
boundaries, that intersects with the cylinder, is assumed to
‘‘no-slip’’ wall for the velocity while symmetry conditions are
imposed on the other side wall. These boundary conditions si
late a rotating cylinder, without end plates, placed in a tunn
Only one half of the tunnel is simulated. Mittal@16# investigated
the flow past low aspect-ratio nonspinning cylinders in the pr
ence of wall. The aspect ratios considered in the present work
5, 10, and 15. A computation forAR55 with ‘‘slip’’ side walls is
also carried out to assess the effect of end conditions. The fi
element mesh for the computation withAR515 consists of
284,199 nodes and 270,000 hexahedral elements. At each
step approximately 1.1 million nonlinear equations are solved
eratively. The time histories of the lift and drag coefficients f
these simulations are shown in Fig. 2 along with the results fr
two-dimensional computations. It is observed that both the
conditions and the cylinder aspect ratio have a significant imp
on the aerodynamic coefficients. Compared to the steady-s
two-dimensional flow, the ‘‘no-slip’’ side wall results in lower lif
and higher drag. The lift coefficient reduces with the decreas
aspect ratio of the cylinder. An increase in the aspect ratio of
cylinder reduces the effect of the ‘‘no-slip’’ wall. With the ‘‘slip’
end conditions on the velocity on side walls, fairly high lift an
low drag coefficients are obtained with a low aspect-ratio cylin
(AR55). This study brings out the effect of end conditions
such flows. A similar observation was reported by Tokumaru a
Dimotakis @4#.

Shown in Fig. 3 are the spanwise averagedCp distributions for
the various three-dimensional computations at approximatet
550. It is well known that for a stationary cylinder, the surfa
pressure distribution for the viscous and potential flows are qu
tatively different. This is attributed to the flow separation in t
case of a real fluid. However, for a rotating cylinder spinning
a55, it is interesting to observe that the pressure distributions
the two-dimensional and potential flows are very similar, qual
tively. As expected, compared to the two-dimensional flow,
three-dimensional effects tend to reduce the suction generate
the cylinder. Among all the cases, theCp variation for theAR
55 case with slip walls is the closest to that from the tw
dimensional computations. The peak suction decreases as thAR
is reduced. It is also observed that the location of the peak v
of Cp moves towards the front of the cylinder asAR is reduced
and end effects become important.

Figure 4 shows the isosurfaces for the spanwise compone
the vorticity for various cases at approximatelyt550. In all the
cases centrifugal instabilities, such as those observed in flows
tween two concentric rotating cylinders, exist along the span
the spinning cylinder. The spanwise wavelength of these cent
gal instabilities is, approximately, one cylinder diameter which
similar to that observed in Taylor instabilities. In addition, inte
action of the rotating cylinder with the boundary layer on t
‘‘no-slip’’ side wall leads to flow separation. Both these effec
contribute to a loss in lift and increase in drag. The effect of
side wall reduces as one moves away from it. For example,
AR515, the flow on the lower half of the span appears qu
similar to theAR55 flow with slip walls. Therefore, for a cylin-
der with very large aspect ratio the aerodynamic coefficients m
be quite close to those for the two-dimensional flows. Howev
94 Õ Vol. 71, JANUARY 2004
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the three-dimensional centrifugal instabilities would still b
present and lead to loss of lift and increase in drag, compare
the two-dimensional flow.

Figure 5 shows the isosurfaces for spanwise vorticity at vari
time instants forAR515. It is interesting to note that, as was th
case with two-dimensional computations, only one spanwise
tex ~the startup vortex! is shed fora55. The development of the
centrifugal instabilities along the cylinder span can also be
served in the figure. Their initial development seems to be in
gated by the end conditions. The shear generated by the boun
layer on the side wall is also responsible for the twisting of t
startup vortex. The end effects can be eliminated/minimized
using end plates. Prandtl observed a value ofCL;3.2 for a cyl-
inder of AR54.7 and at Re55.23104 ~as reported by Tokumaru
and Dimotakis@4# and Goldstein@3#!. However, on using end
plates of diameter 1.7 times the cylinder diameter, he obser
that the value of the lift coefficient goes up to, approximately,

Very high lift coefficients are observed for high rotation rates
the cylinder. The present results support the observation by To
maru and Dimotakis@4# that Prandtl’s limit does not hold for large
aspect-ratio cylinders. It certainly does not hold for the tw
dimensional flows. The lift coefficient from the two-dimension
computations approach the values from the three-dimensi
setup for large aspect-ratio cylinders.

5 Concluding Remarks
Three-dimensional flow past a cylinder, rotating in the count

clockwise sense, and placed in uniform stream (Re5200) has
been analyzed for a spin rate corresponding toa55. A stabilized
finite element method is utilized to solve the incompressi
Navier-Stokes equations in the primitive-variables formulation

It is found that the aspect ratio of the cylinder~spanwise length/
diameter! and its end conditions play an important role in dete
mining the amount of lift generated by the rotating cylinder. Wh
the two-dimensional flow for a55 is stable, the three-
dimensional flow is associated with centrifugal instabilities. The
instabilities are observed even for the case with ‘‘slip walls’’ a
are quite similar to those observed in flow between rotating c
inders. The presence of a no-slip side wall~no end plates! results
in flow separation. Both of these effects contribute to loss of
and increased drag as compared to a purely two-dimensional
It is found that very large lift coefficients can be realized for lar
aspect-ratio cylinders via the Magnus effect and that Prand
limit does not hold.
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